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 There is no longer a 'one size matches all' because of this generation or the generation just
ahead and just in it. In fact, the definition of retiree: " will not fit the population of seniors now
in their 50s and 60s.Someone who has retired from full-time work"There exists a fresh
generation of retirees. Since you can find no longer 'lock-step' techniques or answers to post-
career lifestyle, many people fear they will lose the quality of life they will have known,
including their identities and roles in society. This book offers a thoughtful, intentional and
proactive method of exploring, planning, and choosing a existence and legacy for your later
years that's individualized and exclusive to each person.
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Great book to help all of us through life's transitions. Ms.It is easy to read and filled with helpful
information to help you understand how complicated and sometimes difficult this stage of our
existence is. to explore choices in our lives that people may have once thought were not open to
us. The book answered some of my questions and I am ." Understanding that discovery of
potential and true self-efficacy is certainly deeply personal and exclusive to each individual,
Bennett deftly poses the proper questions rather than giving canned advice. Thank you, Ms.
Bennet because of this wonderful read! Perfect guide for any life transition! This is an excellent
guide for anyone in transition - no real matter what this or situation.. This publication can be
your street map to the amazing third part of life and help you create this the most effective part
of your daily life. I recommend this well crafted, warm and insightful book to anyone
contemplating their very own post career possibilities. A must Read This is a wonderful book to
greatly help people decelerate for a bit and have a productive appear at their life and make
educated decisions about continue. We all have been at different levels of this big "ending
work" section of our life and this book can help you understand and get through it. The reserve
is thoughtfully structured and created with a combination of professional wisdom, compassion,
insightfulness and positive advocacy. Donna provides many tools and examples to help a person
dig deep into what really matters, particularly when that has changed in someone's life!. The
book answered a few of my questions and I am thinking of shopping for more of this authors
books. I came across it worth reading. A must read book for anybody nearing retirement or in
retirement If there is one book you should read if you are nearing retirement, in pension or know
a person who is retiring, this is it. I would recommend it to everyone going through a life
transition. Bennet has written a reserve that invites us to think in new ways; This content is well-
organized and what I specifically like is how the author in each chapter discusses the topic,
identifies what you may be feeling and after that gives you concrete action actions to go on and
develop a better life for yourself.No generation has gone through this kind of retirement so we
haven't any good function models. I especially like her section on setting clear intentions. I
extremely highly recommend it. A True Gem of a Publication for Boomers With a collection of
thought-provoking essays which are both powerful and gentle, Donna Bennett has created a
meaningful context for examining and getting into what she calls "the second half of life. I
believe this book is suitable if you are making a major transition in their life, be it at 25 or 65.
Thanks for a thought-provocative guide, Donna!
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